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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to identify the Islamic religious values contained in the Betawi tradition, namely the Nyorog tradition. The Nyorog tradition is a tradition that delivers food between family and neighbors which is usually carried out by Betawi residents at the time of Eid al-Fitr. This research uses qualitative research. The research approach used is Ethnographic Field research. The sample collection technique in this study used the purposive sampling technique. The results of the study show that Nyorog is a tradition in Betawi society that still survives despite experiencing many forms of change. Another finding is that there are social values in the Nyorog tradition including the value of friendship between friends because it is a place to build social relationships. Family relationships are also built socially between young people and older people. In addition, Nyorog also contains the value of social assistance because Nyorog makes the community close so that if there is a disaster in the family, the family and neighbors will help. There is even a value of the social approach to Nyorog where when there is a new bride, both parties visit each family from the female and male sides. Nyorog also contains religious values, especially Islam because the behavior in Nyorog activities is in accordance with Islamic teachings.
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INTRODUCTION

The diversity of a local heritage that is unique and distinctive from each tribe in Indonesia, make the Indonesian nation a rich and unique nation with a rich local culture inherited by the ancestors and is part of the life of the people who have attached to the joints of life, which were formed through a long process and proven to contain noble values (Magalhaes & Prodi, 2021). Indonesia is a country with diverse cultures and traditions, almost every ethnic group has a different culture and tradition according to their characteristics each, where the existence of each society can be seen in every sacred event or the daily activities of the community (Aridiantari et al., 2020). Humans gather themselves into a socio-cultural unit, into a society. Public humans give birth, create, grow, and develop culture: none man without culture, and conversely, there is no culture without man, no society without culture, there is no culture without society (Kistanto, 2017). A society can be said to have characteristics that distinguish it from other groups of people because of its different traditions and cultures. Culture is an important thing that characterizes characteristics of a basic living wholeness of society, nation, and state. Besides, fellow Betawi people, defend themselves and save people in need of help (Andrian & Rifai, 2018).

Tradition is something that is inherited, it does not mean that it must be accepted, appreciated, assimilated, or stored until death because tradition is a picture of human attitudes and behavior that has been in process for a long time and is carried out from generation to generation, starting from the ancestors (Daud et al., 2018). Tradition is a cultural heritage and habit in the previous period which is preserved until nowadays (Bahagia et al., 2021). This tradition is not only in the framework of preserving the traditions of the ancestors, but in it contains noble values. These values are related to three things, namely regarding the relationship between humans and nature, human relations with each other, and human relations with the Creator (Nugroho & Hidayat, 2021). One tribe in Indonesia which have numerous cultural diversity is Betawi. Betawi is an ethnic group that is rich in cultural, linguistic, and cultural diversity. Colorful This brings various perceptions, interpretations, and understandings of Betawi, both in terms of the native population, culture, and culture. Some argue that the Betawi population is plural. That is, they come from a mixture of the blood of various ethnic groups and foreign nations (Purbasari, 2010).

The Betawi community in Citayam Depok still maintains a hereditary tradition, namely the Nyorog tradition in everyday life, especially before the holy month of Ramadan and Idul Fitri al-Fitr. Nyorog tradition can be understood substantively as an effort to care for family harmony, as well as a means of physical, spiritual, and social education (Zaelani, 2019). The Nyorog tradition in question is a hereditary habit that is mostly carried out by Muslims in the Betawi community in entering the holy month of Ramadan and ahead of Idul Fitri al-Fitr. This theory shows that Nyorog has some value of social, religion as well as culture. Socially, the Nyorog tradition leads to building social relations and respect for the older person which is young people need to respect. In some tradition like cooperation also have a value that is connected to social aspects. In cooperation tradition, people apply togetherness, willing to help other people as well as conserve charity for assisting people (Mujahidin et al., 2020). Generally, Islamic values teach to adherer to release social life like respect to another person. It is connected to Islamic values where the person is asked to show good traits to older people as well as always link social relation to each person.

Religion as a guideline human life created by the lord of almighty god in lived his life, while culture is the habit or procedures of human life created by human beings themselves from the power of copyright, taste, and karsanya given by god. Religion and culture on each other (Bauto, 2016). Religion and culture are the main elements in an interconnected society. When religion enters a community, there will be a trade-off between the religion and culture e.g. when Islam is descended from Arab which has an old tradition. Tradition is part of a culture, for that it is not a surprise that every country has tradition including Indonesia (Buhori,
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2017). Even culture and religion don’t contradict. The researchers intent to discover about Nyorog tradition value in Betawi societies. Some goals will investigate such as social value comprises the social relation and brotherhood as well as respecting of the older people where the young people must respect to them. The other is to trace about the social value like building social connection among of family when there is a new bride. Lastly, discover religious value in Nyorog tradition.

METHODS

Research about Nyorog Tradition Value is conducted in Rawa Panjang Village, Betawi Citayam, Depok. The research uses the qualitative method. In this study, the researcher used a qualitative research type. Qualitative research is collecting data in a natural setting to interpret the phenomena that occur where the researcher is the key instrument, sampling of data sources is carried out purposively and snowballing, data collection techniques are triangulation (combined), data analysis is inductive/qualitative, and qualitative research emphasizes meaning rather than generalization (Anggito & Setiawan, 2018). Meanwhile, ethnography is an anthropological approach that has gained popularity in sociology, cultural studies, communications, consumer research, and marketing, as well as several other fields in the social sciences (Bakry, 2017). The sample collection technique in this study used the purposive sampling technique. Purposive sampling is a sampling technique with certain considerations. The sample in this research is the person who still preserves the tradition of Nyorog in Betawi namely Mr. H. Mansyuri. The person is determined as the respondent because the researchers deem that the person can answer all the questions as the goal of this research.

There are three methods that researchers use to gather the data from the field. To begin with, observation is the first method to observe the location directly. Also to envisage the real situation in the research place. Another way is to perpetruate in-depth-interview with the main respondent. The question rises to respondents including about the tradition value in Nyorog and social aspect of the tradition such as Nyorog tradition can tighten social relations between the young person and older people as well as build social connecting to people in the social environment generally. In addition, the question is connected between social value and the people who just perform new bride. In Nyorog tradition, the young people have a task to visit the family both from the women and the man in a new bride. Lastly, the researcher intends to demand the respondent to reply about whether there is a connection between religion and the Nyorog tradition. Interviews were conducted through a telephone network through WhatsApps. After the data have been collected from in-depth-interview, researchers try to combine some sources of research data such as the data from interviews, observation, and documentation. Data can be reliable when the result is based on the blending of some sources in numerous methods.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of interviews with Mr. H. Mansyuri who is a native Betawi resident who lives in the Kp. Citayam Depok said that Nyorog was an old tradition that was passed down from generation to generation and is now almost extinct, along with the marginalization of the Betawi community. However, there are still Betawi people who carry it out. For example, such as a kind of social activity in the family that is useful to forgive each other and strengthen the ties of friendship between families. Usually, this Nyorog tradition is held during the fasting month carried out by the younger generation to the older generation by delivering food using a basket containing rice. However, there has been a slight shift between the past and present youth, such as those who generally bring rice and side dishes that are rarely eaten daily, such as meat, which is considered a luxury food, which can be seen that the younger generation only needs to bring basic food items that are brought using minimart plastic which looks simpler.
Changes that happen in people's lives cover various aspects namely social, cultural, economics, technology, and science knowledge (Gunawan et al., 2015). One factor to transform the culture and abolish the tradition is expanding the state of art. Technology helps and provides convenience in various aspects of human life and increases productivity, but also causes problems or impacts the culture itself. Trigger level changes and shifts in lifestyle from patterns that rely on direct communication with communication using media, the displacement of local wisdom in the context of adat and wider culture (Yoga, 2019). Even Socio-cultural change is a symptom of changing social and cultural conditions in a society. Socio-cultural changes are symptoms that always occur in every society (Maryanto & Azizah, 2019). The next generation will not recognize their culture because has been abolished by globalization periods. Even as it continues, it harms existing local culture and tradition (F M Mangunjaya et al., 2020). Even the cultural influence of modernization is very rational, capitalism, hedonism, consumerism, and the stream of Western culture to Indonesia have an impact on the destruction of the foundations of the system of culture, norms, a tradition so that changes in behavior patterns of society from the value of local knowledge as a social system culture that gives directions foothold in the act (Sutarto, 2016).

In ancient times when religion was not so attached, Betawi people still believed in mystical things, for example, "One place is haunted, must be given offerings or treats". Meanwhile, in Betawi, it is famous that farmers used to plant rice called Dewi Sri and once the rice is ready to be harvested it is an expression of gratitude. As soon as Islam entered and adhered, the tradition was abandoned, offerings or offerings were no longer intended for something mystical, but were shifted to goals based on religious values. The values of etiquette contained in the Nyorog tradition are numerous, in between their busy schedules, with Nyorog we can make friends with each other. Not only the younger generation to the older generation, but the older generation can also come to the younger generation as a form of understanding each other. Another value of etiquette, namely Nyorog, is not only done to relatives but can be done to leaders in the community, as well as neighbors to maintain ties of friendship. As for the values of etiquette to fellow peers, especially the current generation, of course, there are many.

With the existence of media for communication such as cellphones, it is rare or even no time to chat. Cell phones make there is no chat when meeting, there are only friends with friends sitting individually. No chat makes the atmosphere familiar and so on. However, the existence of the Nyorog Tradition can liven up the atmosphere such as small talk, exchange stories, and ask each other how things are, and asking about family news whether they are healthy or not, and very useful for building a social environment between friends. However, the Nyorog tradition can build a family. It's just that it is difficult to impose on the current generation because the current generation is different from the previous generation. There is even a very drastic change in the present, where before fasting we have to visit people who are older than us, for example visiting the uak house. We go with rice. Even when someone is married, they must visit the family of both the family of the woman and the family of the man. The purpose of this activity is to introduce all brothers from the female side to the male side and introduce the male side's family to the female. At the time of visiting there is a tradition where both women and men must bring food and drinks.

When it's finished, the person being visited will give them various gifts. Some were given, namely, they were given rice, glasses, and household utensils. The purpose of this activity is to provide food and household needs for newlyweds. This tradition also produces the value of helping. When Nyorog makes the family closer and they are also close to the neighbors. When experiencing difficulties, the family is also not reluctant to help because they have done the same thing. Likewise with neighbors, when we are close to neighbors, neighbors will also want to help when experiencing difficulties. So without being asked the neighbor will also come. For example, in the past, building a house was done together with neighbors when not familiar causes problems with family values. As for the religious values that exist in the Nyorog Tradition, namely at least the growth of
gratitude that we pray to Allah SWT who is not arbitrarily, gratitude is expressed by gathering with family, namely, tahlilan, reading the letter al fatihah, and praying for the grave expert, where the family becomes the Our goal is to be blessed. It is supported that the community preserve the mutual assisting among of them like helping the sick people and try to omit the burden as well as giving some money to help them (Bahagia et al., 2021). In addition, social capital such as helping each other, working hand in hand, and doing good to each other has become a tradition for the community (Bahagia et al., 2021). Even cooperation has been released through some activity including mutual assisting, mutual working, mutual giving collectively instead of individual-level (Bahagia et al., 2021).

However, this activity is not open only to the nuclear family. Neighbors or community members were not included Mr. Mansyuri also said that Nyorog was not always carried out before the Ramadan Fasting Service and before Idul Fitri, in fact at any time it could be said that the Nyorog tradition was carried out when the younger generation brought fruits such as oranges and starfruit, it's just that the time is different. most highlighted to do Nyorog before the fasting month and before Idul Fitri. Nyorog can be done at any time, for example, a sick family is brought cake or fruit, another example is a celebration event and then thanksgiving is held. Head of Rt. Rw and the head of the hamlet were brought food first. It's just that the moment is different because it's not before Ramadan and Idul Fitri. Usually, the Nyorog Tradition is carried out a week before Idul Fitri, but not the H day so that the food brought does not become wasteful. In the past, Nyorog was carried out the day before Idul Fitri, and food was brought in using a basket, and nowadays Nyorog is brought in using a basket. The Nyorog tradition is exciting because it has many religious values, etiquette, and intimacy as well as togetherness that arises. The Nyorog tradition is also useful for building communication with friends.

CONCLUSION

Usually, this Nyorog tradition is held during the fasting month carried out by the younger generation to the older generation by delivering food using a basket containing rice. However, there has been a slight shift between the past and present youth, such as those who generally bring rice and side dishes that are rarely eaten daily, such as meat, which is considered a luxury food, which can be seen that the younger generation only needs to bring basic food items that are brought using minimart plastic such as Indomaret which looks simpler. As soon as Islam entered and adhered, the tradition was abandoned, offerings or offerings were no longer intended for something mystical, but were shifted to goals based on religious values. As for the religious values that exist in the Nyorog Tradition, namely the growth of gratitude that we pray to Allah SWT who is not arbitrary, gratitude is expressed by gathering with family, namely, tahlilan, reading al-Fatihah letters, and praying for grave experts, at the family's destination. us to be blessed. Neighbors or community members were not included Mr. Mansyuri also said that Nyorog was not always carried out before the Ramadhan Fasting Service and before Idul Fitri. most highlighted to do Nyorog before the fasting month and before Idul Fitri.
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